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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0732445A1] A calender has a stack of hard and soft rolls with working nips formed between adjacent hard and soft rolls, and a change-
over nip formed between two soft rolls. The total number of rolls is less than ten, and the change-over nip is at (in the case of an even number
of rolls), or as close as possible (in the case of an odd number) to the centre of the stack. The effective weights of the rolls and any components
attached to them is such that the sum of the path loads in the nips above the change-over nip is at least 80% of the sum of the path loads in the nips
below it. Pref. the calender has eight rolls (2-9) and the sum of the products of the dwell time and average nip press. in the nips above the change-
over nip is at least 80% of the corresponding sum for the lower nips. In order to reduce the effect of the weights of the rolls on the path loads in the
nips, the roll stack may have the rolls arranged with their axes on an inclined line. The outermost rolls are zonally controlled flexed rolls, or may be
soft rolls. The soft rolls may be hollow (to reduce their weight) and have a fibre-reinforced jacket. In one embodiment, the soft rolls have a jacket of a
material of low abrasion resistance (e.g. flake or spheroidal graphite) which has an outer covering of fibre-reinforced resin with an adequate abrasion
resistance.
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